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1. Introduction

The commentators on our target article, (Paap, Johnson, &

Sawi, 2015) nicely framed its importance and impact:

Hartsuiker (2015) observed that early reports of bilingual ad-

vantages in executive functioning (EF) inspired a global

research effort of unprecedented magnitude in the area of

bilingualism research. In the wake of the first positive findings

research articles often stated or inferred that the bilingual

advantage was a well-documented and unquestionable

finding. The societal importance of the research question led

Treccani and Mulatti (2015) to observe that the bilingual

advantage is doubtless one of the most newsworthy topics in

cognitive psychology and is presented bymedia as a matter of

fact. Thus, our conclusion that bilingual advantages in EF

either do not exist or are restricted to very specific and un-

determined circumstances (Paap et al., 2015) was likely to

encounter varied reactions. We were pleased to observe that

this view was widely shared across the 21 commentaries as

our count of the hanging chads tallies: 15 endorsements, 3

challenges, and 3 mixed responses. But, the sample is biased.

Not in terms of the breadth of perspectives of those invited to

comment on our article, but rather with respect to those

willing to engage in a reasoned and public debate about the

research topic.

The sounds of silence emanating from the missing com-

mentaries resonate withMorton's (2015) point that one reason

for the lack of progress in resolving inconsistencies in the
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literature is that “dissenting opinions are simply dismissed”

as proponents of the bilingual advantage hypothesis “march

on ignoring all appeals for higher standards”. Jared (2015)

suggests that for the bilingual advantage hypothesis to

remain viable, there needs to be a clearly articulated account

of the large number of failures to replicate. Klein (2015) ob-

serves that challenges to established scientific ideologies are

often met with colossal disregard of evidence. Morton further

observes that some key stakeholders have been quite strident

in their responses to criticism. In contrast, we hope that the

spirited and interesting counterarguments raised by Bak

(2015), Gold (2015), Li and Grant (2015), Linck (2015);

Woumans and Duyck (2015), and others in this forum and

our reply to those commentaries illustrate a back and forth

that is constructive. From our perspective Bak's edgy, perhaps

evanescent, but explicit disagreements promote a dialog that

we believe will motivate readers to thinkmore carefully about

the evidence.

Many commentators stated or inferred that there is a crisis

of confidence within this research area. Gathercole (2015)

finds the scientific issues somewhat intractable because

they require answers to difficult and high-level questions such

as what “counts” as evidence, how evidence should be inter-

preted, and what we consider “publishable” research. She is

also the only commentator to mention that the debate is also

heated by the socio-political overtones regarding the cognitive

consequences of bilingualism and the tension between

melting pots and heritage rights.We had no initial skepticism.
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When Paap and Greenberg (2013) first started to test the

bilingual-advantage hypothesis we had strong expectations

that we would replicate a strong advantage in the Simon task

and wanted to explore how individual and group differences

in interference control might predict the pattern of costs and

benefits in a category priming task. Three studies, three

additional tasks, and 273 participants later we reconsidered

the hypothesis and, like Klein (2015), what changed our mind

was simply the weight of the evidence. Given that the overall

literature provides so little indication of a positive effect, Klein

ponders why the field remains full of “fervent true believers”.

He suggests that there are a set of factors that are delaying the

eventual refutation of the bilingual-advantage hypothesis

that he refers to as Type-I incompetence. Type-I incompe-

tence is not simply the occurrence of a Type-I error, but rather

confirmation biases and scholarly lapses that create more

false positives and lead to the disregard of null effects.
2. Problems and some proposed solutions

2.1. Power and publication bias

It is certainly fair to say that studies reporting significant

bilingual advantages are typically underpowered and that less

than a handful of labs have invested in studies with large

samples sizes. Several commentators explicitly endorsed the

need formore powerful designs (Bakker, 2015; de Bruin&Della

Sala, 2015; Du~nabeitia & Carreiras, 2015; Klein, 2015;

Marzecova, 2015; Wagenmakers, 2015). Based on the meta-

analytic evidence that the effect size is no larger than .3

Bakker pointed out that in order to achieve desirable levels of

power at least 139 participants are required in each language

group. de Bruin and Della Sala (2015) link the selective

reporting of small n studies not only to the potential for false

positives, but also to the decline effect. The decline effect re-

fers to the fact that initial studies of a psychological phe-

nomenon tend to have small sample sizes coupled with large

effect sizes and that subsequent larger studies tend to have

smaller effect sizes. Some commentators (Bak, 2015; Gold,

2015; Woumans & Duyck, 2015) suggested that we selectively

overlooked specific positive results with large samples sizes,

but these were studies of the relative onset of dementia not

tests for bilingual advantages on nonverbal measures of EF.

We agree that there is an intriguing link between the two

hypotheses and address these studies and those using pro-

spective rather than retrospective methods in Section 4.

In addition to using larger sample sizes there are other

ways of increasing power and these include the latent-

variable approach advocated by Gade (2015), reducing vari-

ability between laboratories by sharing computer scripts

(Jared, 2015) or sharing instruments for assessing language

proficiency (Kousaie & Taler, 2015), using extreme group de-

signs (Marzecova, 2015), using standard meta-analysis (Linck,

2015), and using longitudinal designs (Li & Grant, 2015).

Bakker (2015), Gathercole (2015), and de Bruin and Della

Sala (2015) all echo our concern that the combination of the

file-drawer effect and publication bias distorts the published

database. No commentators expressed any doubts that a

publication bias exists. The only unknown is the degree to
which the bias distorts the meta-analytical results (Bakker,

2015). Jared (2015) emphasizes that publication biases

against null results exacerbate the lack of incentive for

attempting replications. With respect to solutions, bias in the

form of questionable research practices (QRPs) should be

reduced if more journals and authors take advantage of pre-

registration (Bakker, 2015; de Bruin & Della Sala, 2015;

Wagenmakers, 2015). These same commentators, together

with Du~nabeitia and Carreiras (2015), strongly emphasize the

need to change publication practices so that all good research

is published regardless of the direction or significance of the

results. Wagenmakers also mentions the effectiveness of

adversarial collaborations and we invite a collaboration with

anyone who judges our work to be, well, adversarial.

Linck (2015) chides us for referring to our analysis of the

relationship between sample size and significance (see

Figure 4 of our target article) as an “updated meta-analysis”.

The word choice is defensible if one takes a broad definition

that meta-analysis is any method for contrasting and

combining results from different studies in the hope of

identifying patterns that come to light only in the context of

multiple studies. Be that what it may, Linck is clearly right

that a traditional meta-analysis would be the better choice if

the primary intent was to hone in on the average effect size.

That was not our goal for two reasons. First, more traditional

meta-analyses focusing on effect size had already been

conducted by Hilchey, Saint-Aubin, and Klein (in press) and

de Bruin, Treccani, and Della Sala (2015). We were also aware

of an on-going CUNY analysis of 73 published comparisons.

The results of this meta-analysis reported at the meeting of

the Cognitive Science Society (Donnelly, Brooks, & Homer,

2015) yielded an average interference cost of d ¼ .29 which

is very similar to the value d ¼ .30 reported by de Bruin et al.

(2015). Given that the published database is biased against

null or negative results and that some of the positive results

may have been due to failures in matching, the small (but

statistically significant) positive effect size does not yield

definitive evidence for or against the bilingual advantage

hypothesis. Turning to our second reason for not doing a

traditional meta-analysis, we wanted to quantify our argu-

ment that significant bilingual advantages tend to occur with

small or medium sample sizes and not with large sample

sizes. As we point out this pattern is inconsistent with the

hypothesis that bilingual advantages exist, but are small in

size. We thought the histograms might also correct the

common false impression that bilingual advantages are easy

to replicate and that null results are scattered events that can

be dismissed as noise.

Woumans and Duyck (2015) state that a solid meta-

analysis is the best synthesis of an effect and that de Bruin

et al. (2015) reported a significant bilingual advantage across

studies. Despite the fact that they explicitly acknowledge that

the de Bruin et al. meta-analysis also showed evidence of a

publication bias for positive findings, they suggest that

the current yes/no discussion between believers and non-

believers does not do justice to this meta-analysis result.

If we understand their argument correctly and the intent is

to say that a significant finding is “solid” even in the presence

of strong evidence that the sample is biased, then we

disagree.
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2.2. Confounding variables

A majority of the commentators spoke to the conundrum of

matching language groups on all other variables that are likely

to affect measures of EF. One aspect of the problem is the

sheer number of variables that likely affect the development

andmaintenance of EF: genetics, intelligence, gender, culture,

education, immigrant status, SES (family income, parental

education (PED), occupation), music training, video gaming,

exercise, sport, social interaction. Confounds may be inevi-

table. From a dynamical systems perspective, different pop-

ulations will form qualitatively different attractor basins in a

space including not only languages spoken, but also variables

like SES and education level. Reasonable linear renderings of

these variables are possible in each attractor basin; however,

the relationship between these characterizations can differ

markedly across basins. For example, bilinguals are more

likely to be better educated in Hyderabad, but less educated in

Houston. As long as the language(s) one speaks matters in the

social dynamics of a population there are likely to be other

important factors that covary with bilingualism.

We agree that mixed effects modeling can enhance the

generality of an experiment, but it is not a panacea if partici-

pant variables are confounded across groups. Thus, depend-

ing upon exactly what was intended by “can account for”, we

may disagree with this statement by van Heuven and Coderre

(2015):

“The use of sophisticated approaches like mixed effects modelling

can account for the fact that bilinguals are not, and never will be,

completely matched either to monolinguals or to other

bilinguals”.

Kousaie and Taler (2015) draw attention to the fact that

most tests of the bilingual advantage use a singlemonolingual

group. However, when two monolingual groups are included

in the same study they often differ from one another (Kousaie

et al., 2014; Carlson & Choi, 2009) and produce inconsistent

patterns of bilingual advantages, disadvantages, or null ef-

fects. If the use of multiple baseline (monolingual) groups

were more widespread, the literature would form an even

more intricate mosaic, but not one that would fill in missing

pieces to form a more coherent pattern.

Bak (2015) enthusiastically agrees that more attention

should be paid to potential confounding factors and rightly

criticizes us for not examining immigrant status in our work.

He points out that confounding variables can operate both

ways and could have masked significant bilingual advantages

in our studies. We now include items that enable us to

determine immigrant status, but have not in the past. Many of

our college student participants undoubtedly come from

immigrant families, but some are highly proficient in their

native language, others are clearly English dominant, and

some have little or no proficiency and would clearly be

considered monolinguals. Nevertheless, let's grant the

assumption that immigrant-family status is likely to be

confounded in our samples. Bak suggests that an immigration

advantage (presumably in combination with a bilingualism

advantage) in our data were canceled out by SES disadvan-

tages. Although our average bilingual has a lower level of PED,
we have examined and reported on this extensively (Paap &

Greenberg, 2013; Paap & Liu, 2014; Paap & Sawi, 2014). For

example, across 13 different measures of EF the correlation

between PED and EF is never significant and usually very near

zero (Paap& Sawi, 2014). As onewould predict from the lack of

correlation, our null results remain null when we match bi-

linguals and monolinguals on PED. Our language groups also

show no differences in the Ravens test of fluid intelligence

despite the differences in PED. Apparently, those from lower

SES families who are successful upper-division college stu-

dents have either compensated for any early disadvantages or

were not disadvantaged to begin with. With respect to the

latter, education and incomemay constrain the resources that

parents provide to their children, but some parents with less

income or less formal education can, nonetheless, provide

strong emotional support and cognitive stimulation. Through

self-selection and academic selection this subset of low SES

children may, several years down the road, be over-

represented in our student samples. This is not to say that

we should not bother to measure SES in young adult samples

or consider those data carefully.

Woumans and Duyck (2015) suggested that our reviewwas

somewhat selective and failed to discuss key studies that paid

specific attention to demographic factors and documented a

bilingual advantage of “some sort”. We agree that the

Bialystok and Viswanathan (2009) study that uses the faces

task provides some of the best evidence for bilingual advan-

tages in inhibitory control. However, it does stand in marked

contrast to the larger-scale studies by Ant�on et al. (2014);

Du~nabeitia et al. (2014), and Gathercole et al., (2014) which

include children in the same age range. A large n study that

includes the gaze conditions from the faces task and addi-

tional measures of inhibitory control would be very

worthwhile.

Woumans and Duyck (2015) also cite a study by Yang,

Yang, and Lust (2011) that suggests that bilingualism trumps

culture, but each of the four language groups has only 13 or 15

participants. The study by Carlson and Choi (2009) that we

discuss in our target article (Section 3.3.3 Cultural differences)

has 53 to 69 children in each language group and used mul-

tiplemeasures of EF. The results are just the opposite showing

that the effects of culture can overwhelm the language factor.

2.3. Direction of causality

Another complication in the study of differences between

naturally occurring populations is that significant relation-

ships need not be causal and, even when they are, the direc-

tion can be ambiguous. Thus, although the control required to

learn a second language could enhance general EF, it is just as

likely that individuals with better EF are better able tomaster a

second language (Klein, 2015). This possibly is strongest when

considering sequential bilinguals, especially when the L2 is

acquired through formal instruction. For example, Kempe,

Kirk, and Brooks (2015) refer to studies showing that adult

second language learning consistently shows that nonverbal

intelligence and working memory capacity are strong pre-

dictors of learners' success. The role of EF on language profi-

ciency will be muted for bilinguals acquiring both languages

very early, but could still influence the highest level attained,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.09.010
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for example, on our scale a 6 (as fluent as a native speaker)

versus a 7 (super fluency, more fluent that a native speaker).

Li and Grant (2015) also emphasize the importance of

considering causal relationships in both directions and sug-

gest that the current debate has focused too narrowly on

viewing “type of language experience” as the independent

variable (IV) and “level of EF” as the dependent variable (DV)

and that the reverse IVeDV relationship should also be

explored. Some traditionalist may be reluctant to characterize

either bilingualism or level of EF as an IV, preferring to

maintain the distinction between variables that can be

manipulated through random assignment versus groups that

differ with respect to a pre-existing condition. From this

perspective it does not make sense to criticize us for being

content to study the “relationship” between bilingualism and

EF rather than trying to identify the causal link. The purpose of

our target article was not only to examine the degree and

consistency of the relationship between the two, but also to

explore several alternative explanations for what may have

caused the statistically significant outcomes. But quasi-

experimental designs, by definition, do not manipulated IVs

and do not allow inferences about causal relationships in

either direction. However, if Li and Grant's point is simply that

future research should be motivated by causal theories and

that the relationship between language experience and EF

ability might be bidirectional, then we agree.

A good example of the need to consider reverse causality

is the study by Ladas, Carroll, and Vivas (2015) brought to our

attention by Woumans and Duyck (2015). Two experiments

recruit low-SES children who are either Greek-Albanian bi-

linguals or Greek monolinguals. Across multiple tasks and

measures in both experiments there are no significant lan-

guage group differences. These include the three attentional

networks derived from the ANT task, global RT, and two tests

of pragmatic ability. Thus, the preponderance of evidence

favors no language-group differences. However, Woumans

and Duyck see a silver lining because in one of the two ex-

periments there was a significant correlation between

switch-cost asymmetry and the interference effect within the

bilingual group. Given this discussion of the causal direction

of the relationship between language learning and EF it is

entirely possible that in these budding bilinguals those most

proficient in their L2 were those who had higher EF ability to

begin with.

2.4. Baselines and interactions

Wagenmakers stresses the proper interpretation of in-

teractions with a clarifying quartet of interactions all of which

show a 200 ms congruency effect for the monolinguals and

only a 100 ms effect for the bilinguals. Advancing arguments

similar to those we presented in Section 3.4 of our target

article Wagenmakers (2015) explains that only the interaction

where performance for the congruent condition is the same

for both groups warrants the conclusion of a bilingual

advantage. Gathercole (2015)makes the very cogent point that

given the impossibility of perfectly matching language groups

baseline differences are important and must be adequately

accounted for. A pessimist would point out that we do not

have good tools for doing so.
Linck (2015) challenges our and Wagenmakers' assertion
that a bilingual advantage in inhibitory control is inconsistent

with a pattern of interaction that shows a monolingual

advantage on the conflict-free congruent trials and compa-

rable performance on the incongruent trials (see Figure 3 of

our target article). He suggests that better inhibitory control

may also influence performance through more efficient

“disengagement” of inhibitory mechanisms, which, in turn,

may manifest on non-conflict trials. If bilingual advantages in

disengagement occur in nonverbal interference tasks, then

they should appear when a congruent (C) trial follows an

incongruent (I) trial forming an IC sequence. If bilinguals are

better at this disengagement then they should be faster on IC

trials compared to monolinguals. In fact, the congruency

sequence effects (CSE) are identical for bilinguals and mono-

linguals in both the Simon and flanker tasks (Mendes, 2015;

Paap & Greenberg, 2013). For example, Fig. 1 is the CSE for

both bilinguals (left) and monolinguals (right) for the Simon

task based on the means reported in Paap and Greenberg.

2.5. Lack of convergent validity

Wagenmakers (2015) evokes a feeling of depression that our

collective research effort may have been a waste of time,

effort, and resources. This waste will be compounded to the

extent that the prevalent measures of EF (especially the

inhibitory control and monitoring components) have no

convergent validity. It appears that most of the research has

not really been studying the relationship between bilin-

gualism and EF, but rather the relationship between bilin-

gualism and a host of task-specific mechanisms that have

little interest or implication beyond the “psychology” of the

Simon task or Stroop task or flanker task. Our concerns are

summarized in Section 3.8 of our target article, but given that

only four commentators addressed this problemwe hope that

bilingualism researchers take seriously the breadth and depth

of the problem as presented in Paap and Sawi (2014).

van Heuven and Coderre (2015) suggest that it is time to

move away from tasks like the flanker and Simon that lack

convergent validity, but primarily because they may be too

simplistic to elicit bilingual advantages. They suggest that

bilingual advantages are more likely in higher-level cognitive

functions such as working memory, metalinguistic aware-

ness, and representational skills. This may be a worthwhile

shift in research direction. If workingmemory is equated with

updating, the proposal is a blend of standard components of

EF and complex cognition. As Jared (2015) points out, aiming at

new targets (her example was coordination) should be theo-

retically motivated and subject to the same demands for val-

idity and reliability.

In contrast to van Heuven and Coderre's recommendation,

Gade (2015)proposes that it isworthwhile tocontinueto test for

bilingual advantages in EF, but that it requires large-scale test

batteries,whichallow theextractionof latent variables.As this

is an energetic extension of our oft-expressed recommenda-

tion that studiesshouldalways includeat least twotasksandat

least twomeasuresof any targetedEF component,weagree.To

date,whenmultiplemeasuresare combinedwith large sample

sizes null results dominate and this is clearly the case in the

von Bastian, Sousa, and Gade (2015) study.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.09.010
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3. Strategic recommendations

Many commentators offered strategic recommendations,

including some that were very picturesque. Du~nabeitia and

Carreiras (2015) suggest that those who believe that the

earth is flat should consult with those who have sailed beyond

the land's view of the horizon. Hartsuiker (2015) recommends

that we should stop hunting for treasure by randomly digging

holes in uninhabited islands. Marzecova (2015) questions the

utility of additional Loch Ness monster sightings. Morton

(2015) suggests that we need to collaborate like the physi-

cists at CERN.
3.1. More theory-based research

Beyond these metaphors is a majority opinion that progress

requires more and better theories. Although Green's inhib-

itory control model (ICM) did receive kudos for launching

early studies predicting bilingual advantage in inhibitory

control (but see the discussion of explicit mechanisms in

both Gade, 2015 and Hartsuiker, 2015) it has not proven to be

helpful in predicting or explaining why advantages in

inhibitory control appear infrequently or why advantages

sometimes extend equally to both congruent and incon-

gruent trials. Hartsuiker (2015) challenging commentary

points out that we have no theory that predicts what cir-

cumstances engage language control, no theory of skill

generalization, and no cognitive control theory that spec-

ifies what EFs can be improved by such generalization.

Treccani and Mulatti (2015) are equally firm asserting that

one of the most serious faults is the lack of a clear, well

grounded, and broadly endorsed theory about how the

management of two languages affects EF. Jared (2015) makes

a similar appeal starting with her title: What is the theory?

We agree that new research predicated on explicit models is

more likely to be productive.

The hypothesis that there are other special experiences

that may also influence the development or maintenance of

EF further clouds the landscape. Viewing bilingualism as

another case of specialized training or practice, gives rise to

alternative expectations. One is that transfer is ubiquitous

and, therefore, it would be surprising if bilingualism was an
exception and did not enhance EF. The corollary to this

proposition is that because transfer is ubiquitous it will be

difficult for the specific effects of bilingualism to be detected

(Valian, 2015; Gade, 2015). Paap (2015) expressed skepticism

that this provides much cover for the plethora of null results.

If bilinguals and monolinguals were equally likely to engage

in activities that enhance EF then one would not expect a

real bilingual advantage to be canceled out very often.

Furthermore, monolinguals are not likely to engage in sub-

stantially more of these activities if their number is large and

varied as suggested by Valian (music training, video gaming,

sports, dance, acting, cooking, etc.) We are more sympa-

thetic to the related argument that if many different “spe-

cial” experiences enhance EF, then most young adults will be

at asymptote and the contribution of bilingual experience

will be masked.

It is noteworthy than other commentators expressed the

opposite view, that the relevant research supports the

conclusion that practice effects are proximal and that far

transfer is rare (Hartsuiker, 2015; Klein, 2015; Wagenmakers,

2015). If this assessment is correct then bilingual advantages

need to be predicated on the assumption that bilingual control

is very special and an exception to the rule that specialized

training transfers to near tasks, but not far ones.

3.2. More neuroscience

The commentators who actually do cognitive neuroscience

expressed various degrees of optimism that neural data will

contribute to the understanding of the relationship between

bilingualism and EF. We would like to shape our response

carefully by making some useful distinctions. First, we do not

question that functional and structural imaging contributes to

our understanding of neural processing and neuroanatomy.

Second, we do not dispute that neural data can reveal differ-

ences in neural processing that are completely hidden in the

behavioral measures (van Heuven & Coderre, 2015; Kousaie &

Taler, 2015; Li&Grant, 2015). Third, we agree that bilingualism

can lead to a substantial cortical reorganization that is inter-

esting in its own right (Du~nabeitia&Carreiras, 2015; Kousaie&

Taler, 2015; Vaughn, Greene, Ramos Nu~nez, & Hernandez,

2015). But, fourth (as initially asserted by Hilchey & Klein,

2011) we still maintain that the specific question of whether

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.09.010
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or not managing two languages produces a bilingual advan-

tage in actual performance can only be adjudicated by

behavioral data such as speed and accuracy-a position

endorsed by Du~nabeitia and Carreiras (2015) and Treccani and

Mulatti (2015). Thus, when neural differences fail to align with

behavioral differences we have evidence for brain plasticity,

but no evidence for a bilingual advantage.

We are not taking a pedantic stance that alignment must

occur every time. Rather alignment should be required when

using measures that have a long track record of failing to

replicate (e.g., interference effects in the Simon task). Hypo-

thetically, if we had a task that consistently produced Loch

Ness monster sightings (or bilingual advantages) when sam-

ple sizes were large (achieving say a desired power of .80), we

would still expect null results 20% of the time and that should

sound no alarm. However, that is not the current lay of the

loch. A point of mild contention is Gold's (2015) view that we

cavalierly dismissed the results of Gold, Kim, Johnson,

Kryscio, & Smith, 2013 because the group differences in

behavioral switch costs did not quite reach conventional

statistical significance. Although it may sound like a quibble

switching cost is another measure where there has been a

preponderance of null effects (see Section 3.6 of our target

article). Consequently, small differences obtained with small

samples sizes should be interpreted cautiously. Gold (2015)

also suggested that we might be missing the big picture by

ignoring the impressive correlations between the BOLD re-

sponses in the regions of interest and better task-switching

performance. As impressive as this relationship was across

all participants, it does not change the fact that the group

differences in the magnitude of that relationship were small

and statistically marginal.

van Heuven and Coderre (2015) in referring to some of their

work using both ERP and fMRI make the point that group

differences that occur in specific early phases of processing

and/or in certain cortical regions (in the absence of behavioral

differences) can generate new hypotheses about bilingual

language control and its relationship to cognitive control.

These neural clues may spark new hypotheses and experi-

ments, but if the correlation still does not emerge and there is

still misalignment then we repeat our mantra that the

neurophysiology demonstrates brain plasticity, but does not

provide evidence for a bilingual advantage in performance.

We agree with Du~nabeitia and Carreiras (2015) that the

inconsistency of behavioral findings cannot be settled by

structural or functional brain differences, and that simply

changing the arena of the debate from cognition to the brain is

not going to be helpful. Treccani and Mulatti (2015) note that

the alignment and valence ambiguity problems we identified

in the neurophysiological realm generalize to neuroanatomy.

Their detailed analysis of two studies comparing mono-

linguals and bilinguals in terms of WM integrity illustrates

how opposite patterns of differences in fractional anisotropy

values are, nonetheless, both interpreted as bilingual advan-

tages. It seems that no matter the outcome in the study of

brain matter, differences are usually interpreted as accumu-

lating evidence for the bilingual advantage hypothesis. If this

is so, then it is fair to ask what conceivable pattern of neuro-

anatomical similarities or differences could falsify the

hypothesis?
3.3. More longitudinal studies

Li and Grant (2015) suggest that neuroscience in combina-

tion with longitudinal designs may reduce uncertainty

about causal mechanisms. Here is the ideal scenario. Sup-

pose that participants are randomly assigned as either L2

learners or to some control activity and the two groups are

equal at baseline in terms of both behavioral and neural

measures of EF obtained in a nonlinguistic task, but that

after intensive training the L2 learners are now superior to

the control group on both sets of measures. This would

enable the conclusion that the changes in the brain were

caused by the L2 training and, in turn, caused the perfor-

mance advantage. A casual reading of Li and Grant's com-

mentary may lead to the impression that there are multiple

studies that follow this script and provide compelling evi-

dence that a fairly short period of L2 learning leads to

enhanced EF. But, the studies cited by Li and Grant take

liberties from the ideal script.

The study by Grant, Fang, and Li (2015) has no control

group and no measures of cognitive control that are derived

from nonlinguistic tasks. Showing that the overall activation

in cognitive-control areas during lexical processing de-

creases over two semesters of Spanish classes has other

interesting implications, but has no implications for the

question of whether managing two languages enhances EF.

The study by Yang, Gates, Molenaar, and Li (2015) compares

a group of 23 English speakers who received six weeks of

training on a novel tonal vocabulary to a group of 16 “non-

learners”. The two groups relied on different brain networks

to process tonal and lexical information of target L2 words,

but given the absence of data derived from nonverbal mea-

sures of EF there are no implications for the hypothesis

examined in our target article beyond the mere fact that 18

training sessions on this task changes the way these stimuli

are neurally processed.

The only study cited by Li and Grant (2015) that includes

baseline measures of EF (a Go/Nogo task and a letter fluency

task) is the study by Sullivan, Janus, Moreno, Astheimer, and

Bialystok (2014) that followed two groups of participants,

one studying Spanish and the other Introductory Psychology

for six months. The results depart from the ideal described

above. First, after six months of study there were differ-

ences between the two groups on some of the ERP mea-

sures, but not in performance. Thus, once again we confront

the alignment problem. Proponents of the bilingual advan-

tage hypothesis are attracted to the idea that the neural

measures are more sensitive and that as L2 learning con-

tinues they will become sufficiently strong to produce

bilingual advantages in behavior. Skeptics inquire about the

strength and consistency of the neural measures and

whether there is “valence ambiguity” regarding whether an

increase in amplitude causes increases or decreases in

performance.1 For present purposes note that in the go/nogo

task the predicted differences occurred for P3, but not for
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N2; and that the P3 differences were only marginal

(p ¼ .056). Likewise, in the grammaticality task the predicted

differences occurred for the P600, but not for N400; and the

P600 differences were only marginal (p ¼ .056). In part, these

inconsistencies are driven by completely inadequate power

where after attrition and ERP signal failures the groups are

down to n's of 21 and 22 participants. This is an intriguing

first step, but more compelling evidence will require a sub-

stantially larger study that follows the training to a point

where the neural differences are aligning with behavioral

differences.
2 This contrasts with results showing no advantages for tri-
linguals over bilinguals in young adults on nonverbal measures of
EF (Paap, Johnson, & Sawi, 2014).
4. Bilingualism, aging, and cognitive
differences

We had no intention of presenting a complete review of the

research investigating the relationship between bilingualism

and cognitive decline. Although the topic is relevant and

important it does not directly address the main question of

whether bilingualism enhances EF as most of the research

explores cognitive ability in a much broader sense. Our

target article (Section 3.3.2) mentioned that studies testing

for bilingual advantages in EF with older adults have yielded

advantages when immigrant status is confounded and null

results when it is not. As an example we pointed out that

Bialystok, Craik, and Freedman (2007) reported a bilingual

advantage with respect to the onset of mild cognitive

impairment (MCI) or dementia but that bilingualism and

immigrant status were confounded. Both Bak (2015) and Gold

(2015) criticized us for not mentioning several studies with

large sample sizes and reasonable controls for immigrant

status and other potential confounds. Here we make

amends.

4.1. Bilingual advantages in cognitive ability among
aging populations

The primary finding in the study by Bak, Nissan, Allerhand,

and Deary (2014) was that individuals who learned a second

language after the age of 11 years achieved better results in

their 70's than would be predicted from their childhood per-

formance, ergo, it is suggested that language learning and

use can mitigate the effects of cognitive aging, independent

of childhood intelligence. This study is intriguing, but

perhaps less compelling when considered in full context.

There were a total of six tests administered to this elderly

cohort and the language learners performed better on just

two of them: a measure of general intelligence and reading

words with irregular spelling-sound correspondence. There

were no effects on verbal fluency, a test purported by others

(Luo, Luk, & Bialystok, 2010; Ljungberg, Hansson, Andr�es,

Josefsson, & Nilsson, 2013; Shao, Janse, Visser, & Meyer,

2014) to reflect EF. Only 35% of the language learners were

actively bilingual. These effects, where they do occur, could

be caused by second language learning or, alternatively, by

rich and intense language processing in their L1. The effects

are not very large, not very consistent, and were apparently

achieved and maintained without the need to remain

actively bilingual.
4.2. Retrospective studies on the onset of decline and
dementia

In an earlier discussion forum Fuller-Thomson (2015) sug-

gested that the retrospective studies that begin assessment

when patients present themselves at a memory clinic and

then estimate the onset of MCI retrospectively on the basis of

patient and caretaker reports are open to biases in sampling,

measurement, and publication. In addition to these general

points, some remarkable anomalies in the retrospective study

by Chertkow et al. (2010) have induced further skepticism on

our part that thesemethods and procedures yield trustworthy

results. Consider these two results: (1) French-speaking Ca-

nadian monolinguals were diagnosed with dementia an

average of 5.3 years earlier than English-speaking Canadian

monolinguals. This is a very large effect, as large as any re-

ported difference between monolinguals and multilinguals,

and no cogent explanation was found. This comparison

involved, relatively speaking, very large groups: 290 English

speaking monolinguals and 66 French-speaking mono-

linguals. If two large groups of monolinguals (all non-

immigrants and all living in the same city, with educational

levels matched and with any SES differences actually favoring

the French speaking monolinguals) can produce large differ-

ences in onset of diagnosis, then what level of confidence

should we have if, hypothetically, a new study reported a 5-

year protective effect of bilingualism? (2) The same Canadian

cohort of bilinguals was diagnosed with earlier (2.6 years)

onset of diagnosed dementia compared to the Canadian

cohort of monolinguals. This significant difference is the

reverse of all previous significant differences between

monolinguals and bilinguals in these retrospective studies.

Setting these concerns about the retrospective design

aside, it is brought to our attention by Bak that one of the

largest longitudinal studies (n ¼ 814) of bilingualism and

cognitive aging found a relationship between the number of

languages spoken and performance on various cognitive tasks

(Kav�e, Eyal, Shorek, & Cohen-Mansfield, 2008). This study did

not include monolinguals and, consequently, provides no

evidence for a bilingual advantage in comparison to mono-

linguals. This is not to say that the differences between bi-

linguals, trilinguals, and multilinguals are not interesting, but

even those differences are compromised by a substantial

confounding with years of education. Kav�e et al. make a

common claim that they have “statistically controlled for”

education, but as Miller and Chapman (2001) have warned

“control” is altogether the wrong metaphor for understanding

what ANCOVA accomplishes and that when the indepen-

dence assumption is violated the regression adjustment may

either obscure part of the group effect or produce spurious

effects (see both our target article and Paap, Johnson, & Sawi,

2014). Another study that we failed to mention, Perquin et al.

(2013), also used bilinguals as their baseline group (i.e., there

was no monolingual group) and the results indicated that an

appreciable effect of multilingualism may require three lan-

guages, practiced as early in life as possible.2
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We agree with Bak (2015) that the Woumans, Santens,

Sieben, Versijpt, Stevens, and Duyck (2015) retrospective

study of mild cognitive decline and AD diagnosis is well

controlled with respect to immigrant status and culture. Wou-

mans et al. report a bilingual advantage of 4.6 years in symptom

manifestation and 4.8 years inADdiagnosis. However, a deeper

look at the results shown in their Table 2 is disconcerting. The

unadjusted means show advantages of only 1.3 and 1.7 years,

respectively. The language-group differences in the adjusted

means are driven entirely by the 16 monolinguals with higher

occupations who are younger when they first show up at the

clinic and are better educated. Does bilingualism afford pro-

tection against cognitive decline? To paraphrase Morton's
concern: this might well be true, but the more obvious inter-

pretation is that there was little evidence for a bilingual

advantageeit was mostly introduced by statistical means.

The study by Alladi et al. (2013) reporting that bilingual

patients developed dementia 4.5 years later than the mono-

linguals deserves discussion because, as Bak points out, all

participants were non-immigrants and similar with respect to

culture. However, given the nature of studies that use samples

of individuals who present themselves at clinics the language

groups in these studies dramatically differ in other ways. The

bilinguals were better educated, were from higher skill occu-

pations, and included a higher proportion ofmen and a higher

proportion from urban populations. However, the univariate

regression analysis showed that number of languages was

associated with age at onset of dementia after adjusting for

the other variables. There was also a bilingual advantage

among the subset of illiterates and this demonstrates that the

education variable is not sufficient to account for all the group

differences. We agree with Bak (2015) and Gold (2015) that this

is an important study, although themarked differences on the

four demographic variables should not be lightly dismissed.

A fair summary of the prospective studies is that most

show that bilinguals develop dementia later than mono-

linguals, although sometimes-significant differences emerge

only when other confounding variables are statistically taken

into account. It is also the case that Gollan, Sandoval, &

Salmon (2011) found bilingual advantages in some groups,

but not others and that Clare et al. (2014) found no statistically

significant differences at all. Furthermore, the question of

whether bilingualism alone provides protection or if the

threshold for protection is three languages remains open.

Despite the caveats, the evidence from the retrospective

studies makes the hypothesis that bilingualism builds some

type of cognitive reserve attractive. But, this is not the only

evidence and as briefly alluded to in our target article, the

longitudinal studies of the onset of MCI and dementia call the

working hypothesis into serious question.

4.3. Longitudinal studies of cohorts studied over time

Six studies have used a prospective cohort design following

individuals without dementia at baseline. In his commentary

Bak does not mention any of them. A study by Wilson, Boyle,

Yang, James, and Bennett (2015) is the only one that resulted

in a bilingual advantage. The other studies all produced

nonsignificant results (Crane et al., 2009; Lawton, Gasquoine,

& Weimer, 2015; Sanders, Hall, Katz, & Lipton, 2012; Yeung,
St. John, Menec, & Tyas, 2014; and Zahodne, Schofield,

Farrell, Stern, & Manly, 2014) with three trending in the di-

rection of a monolingual advantage. Thus, the longitudinal

studies show very little support for a bilingual advantage with

the exception of the Wilson et al. study. One might note that

the Wilson et al. study examined only the number of years of

language instruction before age 18, did not measure current

language use, only examined the onset of MCI, and found an

advantage only on the non-amnestic tests. As we said in our

target article, if the prospective studies are weighted more

heavily, there is little evidence that bilingualism protects

against cognitive decline.
5. Conclusion

Several commentators arrived at the conclusion that bilingual

advantages in EF probably do not exist. No one expressed the

view that bilingual advantages exist and that we know the

necessary or sufficient conditions for producing them. Many

advocate for a shift away from the yes-no question of does

bilingualism enhance EF, but in somewhat different di-

rections. The new direction for some is to forego comparisons

of bilinguals to monolinguals in favor of examining the rela-

tionship between continuousmeasures of bilingualism and EF

in which the inclusion of pure monolinguals would not be

necessary. We would be sympathetic to such a shift if it was

decoupled from strong inferences (or explicit conjectures) that

the relationships observed within bilinguals support bilingual

advantages (in comparison to monolinguals) in EF. If strong

inferences of this type were allowed, then this would be a li-

cense to answer the yes-no question affirmatively while tak-

ing all the null results off the evidentiary table. Another

popular direction is to rely far more on theory-based studies.

We continue to be advocates for this approach, but it will not

be easy; especially if the paucity of current theory is at the

depths implied by Hartsuiker. Finally, several commentators

expressed optimism that neuroscience will be the key that

unlocks the elusive relationship between bilingual language

control and general cognitive control. Given that good cogni-

tive models are required in order to design the conditions in

an fMRI or ERP experiment and are then used to interpret any

neural differences observed, we think the priority should be

for new and better cognitive models.
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